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GREAT PRESS RELEASE OF MR. ALBERTO CANOSA AND CALL UPON
MANKIND:
Lemgo, the 1st of October 2018.
I, Alberto Canosa, as I promised you in my precedent press release, in case the
Prosecutor against corruption and crime of Madrid didn’t issue any answer to this day,
and ensuring that on this date there is neither willingness by the judicial authorities,
nor interest by any authority to uncover the discoveries, keeping thereby humanity
in a massive deceit and huge ignorance; considering that religions, royalty and
politicians take advantage of this ignorance to exploit the whole world; and taking
into account the degrading state of mankind generally and in every country, my
collaborator and representative, the researcher Mrs. Virtu Pontes Sánchez, and I,
Alberto Canosa, have taken the decision to act by virtue of the moral authority and
listening to the voice of our conscience so that the true history of humankind is no
longer concealed from the planet and its whole humanity, and with great regret on
our part because we aren’t able to show this history due to prohibitions, threats and
all kind of trickeries through the official authorities throughout our lifetime, bearing
trickeries, thefts, betrayal, death threats and humiliations through the same
authorities which should deliver to humanity the truth.
After 40 years of constant struggles, before the courts, with all the verifiable
documentation, hundreds of documents with evidence, I sent 50 documents to the
Prosecutor against corruption and crime proving the veracity of the theft of my
discovery by the City Council of Toledo, I still have no answer, an answer that like
these 40 years ago never comes.
I, Alberto Canosa, and Virtu Pontes, considering that we have astonishing
discoveries which show the true history of humankind, have decided that:
On Saturday, the 26th of January 2019, at 12 noon we will meet at the Puerta
de Bisagra in Toledo (Spain). Then, we will go to open the rocks or temporary urns,
where there are antediluvian bodies of women, the giants’ mothers, the bodies the

fallen angels made for themselves and the bodies of the Nephilim or giants, protected
for thousands of years in said temporary urns.
We will need a machinery company or a company with heavy-duty cranes to
cut off three of said rocks with those bodies within perfectly conserved for thousands
of years of giants or Nephilim, of the giants’ mothers, of the giants’ fathers or demons,
bodies they made for themselves in order to materialize and have sexual intercourse
with women and, thus, to have giant children or Nephilim (Genesis chapter 6, verse
4).
We will need a good team of competent lawyers to submit my rights of
discoverer before the Spanish courts of justice after this discovery.
We will also need a good security team and good safety equipment to protect
the bodies we will take out from the tombs of stone at that point from any attempt of
theft, extortion or threat, both by the government and the police!!
The bodies we will take out from within the rocks will be carried to a secure
and secret place under our supervision and control in order to avoid that archaeology,
governments, Satanists, the satanic secret societies, the UNESCO and the Vatican take
them away and get rid of them, or burn them, as they have frequently done with all
the annoying proofs and they usually do with all the ANNOYING proofs FOR THEM
AND THEIR SWINDLES, FRAUDS AND BUSINESS; as they daily do in every corner
of the Earth and they say they don’t exist or they have never existed!!
The greatest success of Lucifer, the prince of the demons, is to have made
people believe for 6000 years he has never existed!!
And we need the cooperation of a creditworthy company in order to finance
this Discovery and the discoveries which will follow afterwards, such as the Ark of
the Covenant, in Spain as well, and the Cave of Hercules and the Table of Solomon
with the robot built by King Solomon which protects the Table of Solomon.
And we will need as well a company to provide a hall or private hospital to
host there the bodies we will take out of the rocks in order to reanimate them and
bring them back to life after thousands of years enclosed within the rocks, such as the
"Mona Lisa" of the extraterrestrial spaceship of the Moon, as well as ambulances or
“private” special vehicles to transport them to this reanimation center from the site
from where we will take them out from within the rocks, in which they have already
been hermetically sealed for thousands of years from Noah’s flood.

After that I will reveal with the help of God all the other discoveries which
have been sealed and kept secret for thousands of years, and all of which will be
revealed in this time, as demonstrated by the biblical prophecies for this time in
particular.
Daniel chapter 12, verses 8-10.
Luka chapter 12, verse 2.
Acts of the Apostles chapter 2, verses 17-21.
Looking forward to hearing from you I send you kind regards,
Alberto Canosa.

